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SUPER-ECO 

LAUNDRY BLACK GARMENTS 
DETERGENT FOR DARK LAUNDRY 

 
FIELDS OF USE 
Hand and machine washing dark laundry detergent leaves a delicate persistent scent. 
 
ADVANTAGES 
SUPER-ECO LAUNDRY FOR BLACK GARMENTS is specially designed to wash clothes without 
altering their color. Its special formula BASED ON ENZYMES makes it very active and has a rapid 
action, thanks to its peculiar characteristics, the temperature is no longer necessary in the washing 
phases, which makes the use of SUPER-ECO LAUNDRY GARMENTS further advantageous. NERI as 
it reduces washing times and also provides a considerable saving of energy necessary for heating 
of the tub water. 
SUPER-ECO LAUNDRY BLACK GARMENTS is non-polluting, therefore it does not leave toxic 
residues on the garments, moreover, thanks to its delicate action during the washing phase, you will 
have sanitized garments, without the colors being altered in the least. 
The use is totally safe, both for the operator and for all types of garments, delicate and otherwise, as 
SUPER-ECO LAUNDRY BLACK GARMENTS does not attack the fibers and attacks dirt. 
In addition, the use of SUPER-ECO LAUNDRY BLACK GARMENTS ON THE PLUG allows a 
considerable saving of packaging that pollutes the environment and a reduction in costs for the user 
since he does not pay, neither the packaging, nor the transport of unnecessary volumes. 
SUPER-ECO LAUNDRY FOR BLACK GARMENTS gives us the total certainty of the absence of 
greasy dirt, whether dry or mixed, and the use of SUPER-ECO AMMORBì during the rinse phase 
guarantees the absence of limescale residues on the garments thanks to special substances which soften 
the water SUPER-ECO BLACK GARMENT LAUNDRY is not irritating to the hands, it is instantly 
soluble with little foaming for an effective rinse 
without excessive water consumption. 
The delicate scent remains persistent in the garments for days. 
 
RECOMMENDED DOSES 
- in the washing machine 50ml lightly dirty; 
- Dirty 60ml; 
- very dirty 90ml. 
- hand wash 70 ml in 10 liters of water 
FEATURES COD. 10-BU-NE-MU 
Composition: 
Sodium alkyl ethoxy sulfate, 2-propanol, Sodium 
alkyl benzene sulfate, heteropolysaccharide, 
Sodium alkyl ethoxy sulfate, 2-propanol, Sodium 
alkyl benzene sulfate, glycolic acid, 
Heteropolysaccharide, Potassium cocoate, 
Coconut Diethanolamines, Styrene, Lower than 
5% Sodium chloride Less than 5%, 
Perfume Less than 5% 
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Nb: - The content of this documentation results from our knowledge and experience on the product. 
It is given as an indication, it does not engage our responsibility for particular applications 
                                                   
 
 
 
     


